Monday 3 August 2015

For and against

There’s a lot of data to keep an eye on this week – employment numbers, house prices, retail sales –
and then there’s the Reserve Bank’s monthly board meeting tomorrow. Today, I explain the case for
and against the stock market heading higher, and the impact of the performances of local and global
economies.
Also today, Paul Rickard gives an update on the Switzer Super Report’s growth and income portfolios,
which have performed better than the market in the calendar year.
James Dunn says investors will be looking for optimism in outlook statements this earnings season. A
few companies have already reported and Rio is scheduled to report later this week. Watch for more
updates as the season progresses.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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A great start to the new financial year –
portfolios power ahead in July
by Paul Rickard
With the Greeks agreeing to the inevitable deal to
stay in the Euro, the Australian share market started
the financial year on a high note, adding 4.4% in July
and making up for most of June’s loss. Lower
commodity prices and a weaker Australian dollar
(AUD) were the dominant investment themes.
Our portfolios powered ahead, performing better than
the market to increase their relative outperformance.
For the first seven months of the calendar year, the
income portfolio has outperformed the index by
2.78%, while the growth portfolio is 4.18% higher than
the benchmark return.
The purpose of the income and growth-oriented
portfolios is to demonstrate an approach to portfolio
construction.
Portfolio recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and
‘Growth-Oriented Portfolio’ (see here and here).

there are some biases; and
looked for companies that pay franked
dividends and have a consistent earnings
record.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach to the sectors in that it introduces biases
that favour the sectors that we judge to have the best
medium term growth prospects. Critically, it also
confines the stock universe to the ASX 100 (there are
many great growth companies outside the top 100).
Performance
The income portfolio is up by 10.42% this calendar
year and the growth-oriented portfolio is up by
11.82% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 2.78% and
the growth-oriented portfolio has outperformed by
4.18%.

To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
using a ‘top down approach’ and introducing
biases that favour lower PE, higher yielding
industry sectors;
to minimise the market tracking risk, adopting
a rule that says that our sector biases in the
major sectors (financials and materials) will
not be more than 33% away from index;
identifying 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), with a stock universe
confined to the ASX 100;
within a sector, weighting the stocks broadly
to their respective index weights, although
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Industrial sectors lead the market higher
Putting the resources sectors to one side, the rest of
the market performed strongly in July. Healthcare led
the way with a gain of 9.6%, followed by consumer
staples at 7.5% and industrials at 6.5%. Falling
commodity prices impacted the materials sector,
which lost 1.1%, while a lower oil price limited any
gains in the energy sector to just 0.3%.
Over the course of 2015, the yield sectors continue to
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lead the way. Utilities at 17.1%, A-REIT (property
trusts) at 12.8% and telecommunications (which is
largely Telstra) at 12.4% are amongst the best
performing sectors. Notwithstanding the pressure on
the banks in regard to capital, the largest sector by
ASX weighting, financials, continues to perform
strongly having added 8.6% this year compared to
the index’s 7.6%.

At the end of March, we made some changes to the
portfolio. We crystallized our profit on Toll Holdings
following the announcement of its takeover by
Japanese Post; cut our exposure in consumer staples
to go back to index weight by selling (for a small loss)
50% of our position in Woolworths; and reinvested
those proceeds in Woodside, Telstra, Commonwealth
Bank and AMP.

Healthcare and industrials are the other standout
sectors, with a lower AUD acting as a tailwind for both
sectors. The energy sector is in the red on a year to
date basis, while materials has only added 1.0%.

Further changes to the portfolio occurred in May with
the demerger of South32 from BHP (which we
decided to keep), and a 2:25 rights issue to subscribe
for new NAB shares at $28.50 per share. As this
model portfolio does not have access to cash (unless
another share is sold), we assumed that the rights
were sold and used the closing price ($4.99) on their
last day of trading.

The table below shows the returns for the 11 sectors,
plus their weighting (as at 31 July) of the S&P/ASX
200.

In July, the portfolio marginally outperformed the
index. Stock specific issues seemed to play a more
important role than sector or industry issues, with
strong performances from Boral, Telstra and AGL
offsetting weakness in Primary Healthcare following a
profit downgrade. Going into the earnings season in
August, sector weightings are broadly in line with
where we want them to be, and there are no stocks
where we have any material concerns. Accordingly,
no changes are proposed at this time.

Income Portfolio
The income portfolio at the start of the year was
overweight consumer staples, utilities and
telecommunications; underweight materials and
energy, and broadly index-weight the other sectors.
Reflecting an expectation that the banks will, over
time, have to raise more capital, we neutralized our
exposure to financials. Further, following a stellar
performance in 2014, our exposure to property trusts
(the A-REIT sector) is also neutral.

The income portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of
5.14% in 2015, franked to 88.7%. With final dividends
typically higher than the interim dividends, we are
confident that the forecast target should be
moderately exceeded.
Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 July
2015) is as follows:

With these sector allocations, we would expect this
portfolio to moderately underperform relative to the
benchmark accumulation index in a strong bull
market, and moderately outperform in a bear market.
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This leads to a portfolio with only small biases. We
are marginally overweight the sectors that will benefit
from increased consumer consumption, a lower AUD
or lower oil prices – mainly the so called “cyclicals”
(consumer discretionary and industrials); marginally
underweight or index-weight the yield sectors
(financials, utilities, telecommunications and
consumer staples); and underweight the commodity
exposed sectors (materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the second best performing
sector last year, we maintained an overweight
position as the demographic factors are so strong.

Click here to download an excel file
* On 31 March, reduced original $6,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $1,901 reinvested in Woodside, $2,000 in
AMP, $3,000 in CBA and $2,000 in Telstra.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
at $4.99.
Growth portfolio
With our growth-oriented portfolio, we based our
sector exposure on what we expected to be the
predominant investment themes in 2015, which are:
Continued low interest rates (the yield sectors
will continue to perform);
Lower AUD – moving down towards 0.70 US
cents;
Positive lead from the US markets;
No pick up in commodity prices;
Growth running slightly below trend in
Australia; and
Low oil prices will lead to a rise in consumer
spending in Australia.
Monday 03 August 2015

With stock selection, we biased the portfolio to
companies that should benefit from a falling
Australian dollar – either because they earn a major
share of their revenue offshore, and/or report their
earnings in USD, such as CSL, Resmed, Brambles
and Computershare. In the Financials, we pared back
our exposure to the major banks, biased NAB, and
included for growth Macquarie and Challenger. We
added online employment and education group Seek,
and stuck with Crown and JB Hi-Fi from the
Consumer Discretionary sector.
At the end of March, the portfolio realised the profit on
its investment in Toll Holdings and like the income
portfolio, cut its exposure in Woolworths. These
proceeds were reinvested in Santos and Westfield.
Further changes to the portfolio occurred in May with
the demerger of South32 from BHP (which we
decided to keep), and a 2:25 rights issue to subscribe
for new NAB shares at $28.50 per share. As this
model portfolio does not have access to cash (unless
another share is sold), we assumed that the rights
were sold and used the closing price ($4.99) on their
last day of trading.
In July, the portfolio outperformed the index by 0.6%,
increasing in value by around 5.0%. The healthcare
stocks (CSL, Ramsay and Resmed) performed
strongly, as did Westfield, Boral, Telstra, Crown and
AGL.
Going into the August company earnings season,
sector weightings are broadly in line and we are
comfortable with our stock selections. Accordingly,
we don’t propose any changes to the portfolio at this
point in time.
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Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 31 July
2015) is as follows:

Click here to download an excel file
* On 31 March, reduced original $4,000 holding in
Woolworths by 50%, and sold original $4,000 holding
in Toll. $3,939 reinvested in Santos and $4,000 in
Westfield.
** South32 demerged from BHP on a 1:1 basis. NAB
2:25 rights issue – assume sold on last day of trading
at $4.99.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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The case for and against stocks going higher
by Peter Switzer
A BNP Paribas/AFR survey recently found that 55%
of senior finance executives believed economic
shocks that rock markets, either locally or globally,
are their biggest concerns. Yeah, that’s what most of
us expect will happen one day but the “when?”
question is kind of important. Our hotshot executives
worry it might happen some time in the next, wait for
it, 10 years!
I think in 10-year blocks when it comes to stocks
because bull markets don’t usually do much better
than six years and that’s why Geoff Wilson (of listed
investment company WAM) lacks confidence on
stocks. He says it’s hard to see value at the moment
so unless things change, he wouldn’t be surprised to
see a sell off.
(Over a 10-year run, I expect seven good years for
stocks and maybe two-three bad ones. I expect a
gain of 10% per annum and half of that to come from
dividends. You can do better or worse than these
historical averages but they have been pretty good in
showing up reliably.)

are in control, with a 15% spike in negative sentiment
to 40.7%. The average of bearishness is around 30%,
so this is seen as a big bear story!
However, Charles Rotblut, editor of the AAIJ Journal,
thinks bad news can be good news. “Historically
when we have seen low levels of optimism, that’s
been [paradoxically] correlated with
better-than-average returns,” he told CNBC.
Of course, the Yanks are growing pretty well in the
mid-2% range and they’ve copped a slowdown via
the rising greenback but expectations are that local
US companies not known for exporting are set to
drive economic growth in coming years.
Meanwhile here, the lower dollar is much better for
our economic growth and our recent slowdown has
been linked to that sustained period of us enduring a
high dollar. Recall even in May, our dollar was over
80 US cents. In case you need reminding, have a
look at the 2-year chart for the Aussie dollar:

But when I pressed Geoff and said if economic
growth here and abroad steps up a level, could that
change his perception of good or bad value, he said
yes. Similarly, some other market experts think two
rate cuts would change value calls but I can’t see
that happening. In fact, I don’t want to see it happen
as it would mean that our economy is a lot weaker
than I’ve been guessing.
Understand this: we need good, no great, economic
news to change the equations on value when it
comes to stocks. That’s why I continually monitor
economic performance and indicators in key
economies.
Another interesting survey is the American
Association of Individual Investors. Here, the bears
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Source: Yahoo! Finance
We actually started 2014 in the 90 US cents region,
which made business life hard for education and
tourism businesses that are now poised to have a
nice run. Farmers and miners will cop a windfall gain
from a lower dollar but they still will have to cope with
lower commodity prices but even these could change
over the rest of this year.
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Back in the US, the possible September interest rate
rise will have the potential to rock markets but some
economists think the small employment cost index
(ECI) rise of only 0.2% on Friday could delay the first
rate hike. Against that, the Chicago Purchasing
Managers index (PMI) soared from 49.4 to 54.7 in
July and this is an important economic indicator for
the US economy.
What is interesting about that ECI reading is that if it
worries the Fed being too low then it could wait to
December for the first rate rise and that would give
our economy a chance to pick up to help our stock
valuations.
China has to be a big watch and could affect where
our stocks go, after all, demand from China is crucial
to the likes of BHP, Rio. And while things don’t look
great in China, this (from Bloomberg) has kept me
guardedly positive: “Economists at Nomura said this
week that China was ‘far from being in a crisis
scenario’, and believe the share sell off ‘should only
have a limited negative impact on the real
economy’.”

the lower valuations meet an improving US economy
(which we all expect), stocks will spike again.
To me, the bottom line has to be that I keep seeing
sufficient economic improvement in the US, gradually
in Japan and Europe and, of course, here in
Australia.
The dollar’s drop makes me more certain that our
stocks will spike, but as I say, we need to keep
seeing an economic bang from the many bucks that
have been spent on Quantitative Easing worldwide.
If the economic dividend starts to dwindle, then there
will be a big stock market sell off and that’s what I’d
be trying to tell you about before it’s too late.
As I often advise: “Watch this space!”
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Meanwhile, the services sector in China is doing
better than manufacturing. As Bloomberg reported:
“The official non-manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI) edged up to 53.9 in July,
compared with the previous month’s reading of 53.8
and pointing to solid expansion.”
Another big watch issue will be commodity prices,
with lower oil prices likely to hurt Wall Street where
there are more energy outfits listed, while lower iron
ore prices will put pressure on the local bourse.
Some negative analysts think the price of oil could go
as low as $US30 a barrel, while others expect OPEC
will change its excessive supply game before the year
is out, which would drive prices higher.
Chartists are divided but some influential technical
commentators see the S&P 500 heading towards
1,970 before swinging around and trending up again.
The index is now at 2,103.84, so that would only be a
6% drop. We’re not talking anything like Apocalypse
Dow!
This could link to a first rate rise sell off and then, as
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Get set for earnings season – Rio reports this
week
by James Dunn
Earnings season officially kicks off today, but already
we have seen some early birds reporting. And in that
handful of gun-jumpers we can see some of the
trends expected to hold true through the season.
The first is that investors are at least as interested in
the outlook statements as they are in the actual profit
number reported. Optimism – realistic optimism – will
be rewarded, but pessimism is on the nose with
investors.
CIMIC Group (the new name for Leighton) was one of
the first stocks to report, and its interim (half-year)
result was strong, following a major business
restructuring and transformation program put in
motion by its new management team. CIMIC has
seen costs and gearing reduced, and the company
re-positioned to deliver more sustainable profits and
cash flows. While the company reported a 12% fall in
interim net profit to $257 million, and cut its interim
dividend by 11 cents (19%) to 57 cents, the market
digested the fact that the profit fall followed the sale of
some businesses, and was heartened by the news
that CIMIC’s pipeline of upcoming work has swelled
by $7 billion to $28.5 billion worth of tenders. The
company confirmed its net profit guidance of $450
million–$520 million for the calendar year, but added
the rider, “subject to market conditions.” CIMIC
shares lost 3% on the announcement, but quickly
regained that loss.
In contrast, education provider Navitas lifted full-year
net profit by 39%, to $72.1 million, on the back of a
12% lift in revenue, to $980.3 million, and paid an
unchanged dividend, at 19.5 cents. But the market
was unimpressed with the tepid outlook statement:
Navitas said earnings in FY16 would remain “broadly
in line” with 2015. The shares slipped 13.4% on the
back of that cautious view.
Industrial conglomerate GUD – best known for its
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Sunbeam kitchen appliances – put in an early bid to
be seen as one of the better performers of the
season, following up a stellar interim report in
February with an 88% jump in net profit to $33.2
million. Surging Sunbeam earnings drove the result,
but GUD, which also makes Oates cleaning products,
industrial and commercial storage equipment, engine
filters and Davey water pumps and locks, said all its
businesses showed higher sales in the second half of
the financial year. GUD lifted its FY15 dividend by
17%, to 42 cents, but what the market really liked was
the outlook statement – GUD said it expected “a
further substantial uplift in financial performance in
FY16.” The shares surged 11% on the result.
Similarly, one of Australia’s global medical device
leaders, sleep-breathing device maker ResMed,
reported an 8% lift in full-year revenue to $US1.7
billion, and a 2% rise in net profit, to $US352.9 million
($483.8 million). But investors were most interested in
the healthy take-up of ResMed’s latest-generation
ventilation machines, which were launched in late
2014, and the 6.4% jump in the share price was
mainly attributed to that. ResMed is rebuilding trust
on the market after a shock failure in a phase III
clinical trial in May stripped 18% from the share price.
The first of the market’s heavyweights reports this
week, when we see the half-year result from
diversified mining giant Rio Tinto. While Rio Tinto is a
diversified miner, the iron ore business drives both
the top and bottom line, accounting for nearly half of
RIO’s revenue and more than two-thirds of
underlying earnings, and the market has well and
truly factored-in that iron ore and coal prices are
significantly lower than last year.
This will bring Rio’s profit down, and analysts are
expecting a fall of more than 50%. Rio reported
strong-second quarter production results, with a 7%
lift in iron ore production from the previous quarter
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and a 12% boost to shipments. For the first-half,
Rio’s iron ore production was up 11% on the 2014
interim, while shipments were up 8%.
The market will focus most on the dividend. When it
released its FY14 results in February, RIO
announced a new shareholder payment policy. In an
overall weak commodity market environment, the
full-year dividend was increased by 12% to $US2.15
(96 cents interim and $1.19 final) and a $US2 billion
share buyback program was announced. In line with
the company’s goal to maintain or increase the
dividend, analysts expect on consensus a 10 US-cent
lift in the FY15 interim dividend. The dividend is safe
from the falling net profit figure: in 2014 RIO reported
$US14.3 billion of net cash flow (after interest
payments and taxes), although weaker commodity
prices will erode that figure this year. The market
would not welcome any shortfall on Rio’s expected
dividend lift.
Switzer Super Report will be giving readers a
heads-up on expected results during the season,
using the consensus earnings estimates of analysts.
Here is a round-up of the expected results this week,
which is a light week. Unless otherwise stated,
consensus expectations are those collated by FN
Arena.
Tuesday 4 August
Credit Corp Group (CCP)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 81 cents,
+7.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 41 cents,
+2.5%
Suncorp Group (SUN)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 87.8 cents,
+53.8%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 87.5 cents,
+16.7%
Transurban (TCL)
Full-year
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Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 16.3 cents,
–10.9%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 39.9 cents,
+14%
Wednesday 5 August
Bunnings Warehouse Property Trust (BWP)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 18.3 cents,
–24.7%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 15.8 cents,
+7.5%
Cochlear (COH)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 275.2 cents,
+67.2%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 192.4 cents,
–24.2%
Mobile Embrace (MBE)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 1 cent, +35.1%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil
(Estimates collated by Thomson Reuters)
Thursday 6 August
Rio Tinto (RIO)
Interim
Consensus interim underlying earnings: $US2,436
million, –52.4%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): $US1.06,
+10.4%
(Estimates collated by Vuma Financial)
Downer (DOW)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 46.5 cents,
–3.7%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 25.3 cents,
+10%
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Friday 7 August
REA Group
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 144.4 cents,
+27%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 70.8 cents,
+24.2%
Virgin Australia (VAH)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): loss of 1.8
cents, compared to FY14 loss of 11.4 cents
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): nil
FlexiGroup (FXL)
Full-year
Consensus earnings per share (EPS): 29.7 cents,
+56.3%
Consensus dividend per share (DPS): 17.7 cents,
+7.3%
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say 3/8
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Analysts at local stockbrokerages have gone quiet in
the lead-up to the August reporting season. Quieter
than usual (we’re not sure what it means).
The tally for recommendation upgrades and
downgrades for the week ending July 31, 2015 still
rose to 18 changes, equally divided over the two. This
means the eight stockbrokers in the FNArena
universe continue to rate more stocks as Buy (or
equivalent) than Neutral, albeit only just.
Most changes on the negative side (no matter
whether it’s the rating, target or forecasts), relate to
mining and energy. The few non-resources stocks
that managed to obtain a presence by the end of the
week include APA Group, Macquarie Group, GUD
Holding and News Corp.
And now for the corporate results… (ResMed showed
how it’s done on Friday).
In the good books
APA Group (APA) upgraded to Buy from Neutral
by UBS. B/H/S: 5/2/1 The outlook for returns from
the utility sector is improving and there is attractive
yield on offer. APA Group is the broker’s most
preferred stock as it offers the best quality yield and
growth potential. Hence, the rating is upgraded to Buy
from Neutral and the target to $9.56 from $9.45.

Beach Energy (BPT) upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse and to Neutral
from Sell by UBS. B/H/S: 1/4/2 FY16 production
guidance is down 11% on FY15. The decline is
steeper than Credit Suisse expected as capex is also
significantly lower. While the company has the ability
to draw down on storage at a time when capital is
scarce the broker observes this is not sustainable.
Following the decline in the share price Credit Suisse
upgrades to Neutral from Underperform. UBS
observes the company has shown cost discipline in
the face of low oil prices and should benefit from
drawing on gas in storage in FY16 to meet customer
nominations rather than drilling expensive
development wells. The broker upgrades to Neutral
from Sell after the recent share price decline.
CSL (CSL) upgraded to Neutral from Sell by Citi.
B/H/S: 6/1/1 Intense competition and reduced prices
are already in the haemophilia market. Citi
incorporates reduced assumptions and lowers
earnings forecasts by 2.0% for FY16 and FY17.
However, the broker expects investors will look
through to FY17, given the flu business acquisition.
Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Sell and target
rises to $101.58 from $75.95.
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GUD Holdings (GUD) upgraded to Buy from
Neutral by Citi. B/H/S: 3/2/0 Underlying earnings
were at the high end of guidance and slightly above
expectations. The broker notes all segments grew
revenue in the second half, which augurs well for
FY16. Citi upgrades to Buy from Neutral and raises
the target to $10.52 from $8.23, to reflect upgraded
forecasts, a higher price/earnings ratio and the roll
forward of valuation.
Navitas (NVT) upgraded to Neutral from
Underperform by Credit Suisse. B/H/S: 1/5/1 FY15
results were solid and above Credit Suisse’s
forecasts. The broker notes the improvement in
university program margins, the first since FY11.
Earnings are expected to be flat in FY16, reflecting a
decline in university program earnings given there is
growth expected in other divisions. Credit Suisse
remains bullish on the long-term outlook for
international student growth but expects the decline in
numbers to accelerate for the next 12-18 months.
Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform
given the share price decline and the target is
reduced to $4.50 from $4.60.

be the low year and the fundamentals of the
company’s business remain robust, in the broker’s
view.
In the not-so-good books
ALS (ALQ) downgraded to Hold from Add by
Morgans. B/H/S: 1/5/2 Guidance for the first half
suggests a flat outcome, with life sciences and
mineral inspection doing the main job. The real
question for Morgans is whether the energy division
has been sized right to deliver a profit. Until there is
clarity regarding this division the broker expects
uncertainties will weigh on the share price. Rating is
moved back to Hold from Add, reflecting a change in
primary analyst. The broker suspects a material
earnings recovery is unlikely before FY17. Target is
lowered to $5.58 from $6.89.

Newcrest Mining (NCM) upgraded to Add from
Hold by Morgans. B/H/S: 2/1/5 The company’s
June quarter was strong with Lihir producing 20%
more than it was nine months ago. Morgans believes
margins should improve further as Cadia ramps up.
Rating is upgraded to Add from Hold following recent
share price weakness. Target is steady at $14.60.
News Corp (NWS) upgraded to Outperform from
Neutral by Macquarie. B/H/S: 4/1/0 Ahead of News
Corp’s June Q result, the broker has cut its target to
$24.16 from $24.83 but upgraded to Outperform
following share price weakness. The broker expects
News’ earnings to rebound after cycling a number of
one-off negatives and the curtailing of Education
losses. FY16 guidance should be robust and capital
management and M&A strategy will remain in focus.
Orica (ORI) upgraded to Buy from Neutral by Citi.
B/H/S: 2/2/3 Citi considers the current weakness in
the share price is a buying opportunity and upgrades
to Buy from Neutral. Target is raised to $22.00 from
$19.90. While earnings risk remains and may
periodically unsettle the share price the broker
considers fall in earnings is as much a cyclical
phenomenon as it is structural. FY15 is expected to
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Downer EDI (DOW) downgraded to Neutral from
Buy by Citi. B/H/S: 2/5/1 Citi has trimmed forecasts
to slightly below guidance, acknowledging that if this
was being missed it would have been disclosed by
now. The broker considers the stock is ideally
positioned and this has been reflected in the share
price over the last nine months. While remaining
positive, Citi expects attention will remain on the
near-term challenges in market conditions. Hence,
the rating is downgraded to Neutral from Buy. Target
is lowered to $4.85 from $5.16.
Beadell Resources (BDR) downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie. B/H/S: 4/1/0 The
broker has cut its gold price forecasts for the next four
years by 8-14% to reflect expected US rate rises and
lacklustre demand. This has led to steep earnings
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cuts across gold miners under coverage, although
those exposed to A$ gold fare better. Beadell
downgraded to Neutral. Target falls to 14c from 30c.
Medusa Mining (MML) downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie. B/H/S:
2/1/1 The broker has cut its gold price forecasts for
the next four years by 8-14% to reflect expected US
rate rises and lacklustre demand. This has led to
steep earnings cuts across gold miners under
coverage, although those exposed to A$ gold fare
better. Medusa downgraded to Underperform. Target
falls to 60c from $1.00.
Mincor Resources (MCR) downgraded to Neutral
from Buy by UBS. B/H/S: 0/1/1 The company is a
casualty of the weak nickel price, with production in
the June quarter below the broker’s expectations.
This drove cash costs higher. UBS notes the
company has kept the option to ramp up quickly
should the nickel price rally. FY16 guidance is for just
2-3,000t in the December half. The broker
downgrades to Neutral from Buy on the back of
production uncertainty. Target is lowered to 50c from
70c.

enthusiasm has pushed the stock too far ahead of
this potential. The stock now trades at an 8.0%
premium to the broker’s revised valuation. Hence the
rating is downgraded to Hold from Add. Target is
raised to $5.60 from $5.12.
Suncorp (SUN) downgraded to Hold from Buy by
Deutsche Bank. B/H/S: 1/5/2 Deutsche Bank
envisages negligible top line growth for Australian
general insurers over the past year heralds the onset
of a cyclical downturn, the impact of which is yet to
emerge. Despite this the broker believes Suncorp’s
bank and life exposure should support slightly
stronger group earnings growth compared with its
peers in general insurance. The broker downgrades
to Hold from Buy rating and retains a $14.30 target.
Earnings Forecast

Northern Star (NST) downgraded to Neutral from
Outperform by Macquarie. B/H/S: 0/2/0 The broker
has cut its gold price forecasts for the next four years
by 8-14% to reflect expected US rate rises and
lacklustre demand. This has led to steep earnings
cuts across gold miners under coverage, although
those exposed to A$ gold fare better. Northern Star
downgraded to Neutral. Target falls to $2.20 from
$2.60.
Regis Resources (RRL) downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie. B/H/S: 5/3/0 The
broker has cut its gold price forecasts for the next four
years by 8-14% to reflect expected US rate rises and
lacklustre demand. This has led to steep earnings
cuts across gold miners under coverage, although
those exposed to A$ gold fare better. Regis
downgraded to Neutral. Target falls to $1.40 from
$1.80.
Sandfire Resources (SFR) downgraded to Hold
from Add by Morgans. B/H/S: 5/2/1 Despite the fact
Monty may offer much-needed life extension for the
company’s mines at DeGrussa, Morgans believes
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Super Stock Selectors: Sirtex, Resmed and
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
by Staff Reporter
It seems our Super Stock Selectors are keeping
earnings season in mind with their selections this
week, with Raymond Chan of Morgans expecting a
good result for Corporate Travel Management (CTD)
at the end of the month.
CEO of Lincoln Indicators, Elio D’Amato, expects
biotechnology medical company Sirtex Medical (SRX)
to benefit from expected strong sales in SIR-Spheres,
“as the product increasingly is being used as a first
line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer as well
as ongoing studies”.
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank is in the ‘likes’ list for
equities analyst at Bell Direct, Julia Lee, since the big
banks have tightened up on investor loans.

Rickard also likes BHP – but below $25.
But some other iron ore producers continue to feature
on our dislikes list.
Ric Spooner of CMC markets says “The recent rally
in iron ore and Fortescue’s share price again leaves
it vulnerable to further downside in the spot iron ore
price.”
Also in the dislikes list this week is UGL. Chartist
Gary Stone of Share Wealth Systems said the share
price looks “decidedly bearish’’ and might go back
towards the $1.30 area from its current price of $1.98.

“…The regional banks don’t have the need to raise
capital that the big banks currently have, putting them
at an advantage, especially in the investor home loan
area,” she says.
While Evan Lucas from IG markets continues to
believe the healthcare space remains relatively
insulated from volatility and negative trading, Julia
Lee is wary of risks building for Resmed (RMD). Lee
thinks an increase in competitions from “new flow
generator platforms” and potential “implications from
the disappointing trials of the ASV sleep apnea
treatment,” could impact the company.
Switzer Super expert Paul Rickard says that those
looking to invest offshore (and want some value)
should consider the Hunter Hall Global Value listed
investment company (HHV).
“According to its last statement of NTA (Net Tangible
Assets) as at 24 July, it is trading at a 15% discount.
However, don’t expect the discount to close anytime
soon,” he said.
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Our Super Stock Selectors is a survey of prominent
analysts, brokers and fund managers. Each week we
ask them to name a stock they like, and one they
don’t like. We purposely ask for ‘likes’ and
‘dislikes’ instead of recommendations, so it provides
an idea of what the market is looking at, rather than
firm buys or sells.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Auction clearance rates higher than a year ago
by Staff Reporter
The preliminary clearance rate across the combined
capital cities was 75.7% this week for a reported
1,494 auctions.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

year’s results – the clearance rate remains higher.
Sydney’s west displayed the strongest performance
of all the sub-regions last week, with Blacktown’s
clearance rate coming in at 94.4%.
According to Australian Property Monitors, of 426
properties sold on Saturday, the median sale price
was $960,000.
Sydney’s Inner West had some exceptionally strong
results, with this modern two level home with five
bedrooms and three bathrooms on an 850sqm block
going for $3.55 million dollars.

According to research house CoreLogic RP Data,
“…clearance rates are still tracking higher than they
were one year ago, when the final auction clearance
rate over the week was 68.9% across 1,473
auctions”.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Source: Domain
Melbourne
Sydney
Market heavyweight Sydney appears to be losing a
little steam, with this week’s preliminary clearance
rate coming in at 78.8%. That’s the fourth week in a
row where Sydney’s clearance rate has been under
the 80% mark.
However, last year’s result of 76.7% shows that –
despite the closing gap between this year’s and last
Monday 03 August 2015

Melbourne’s preliminary clearance rate ticked higher
this week at 78.6% from last week’s 75.7% and
69.0% last year.
According to CoreLogic RP Data, Melbourne’s Outer
East was the best performer, with 93.8% of these
auctions successful.
Australian Property Monitors said that of 410
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properties sold on Saturday, the median sale price
was $760,000.
This three-bedroom house in Balwyn North, on an
1115sqm block, went for $2.405 million.

Source: Domain
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